Cultural Heritage Fortified Monuments - active -

Bicycle Knights conquer northern Italian Fortifications
ca. 100 km

Beautiful water landscapes along the
Adige and Mincio river
Defence panorama from Rivoli, Peschiera del Garda, Pastrengo
to Manuta and Sabbioneta
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Around the southern tip of the Garda lake, a beautiful water scenery of the
Adige and Mincio river as well as a charming fortification panorama can be
enjoyed. The beautiful landscape of the Adige Valley with a series of bends
of the river Adige, deeply carved in the pre-alpine reliefs, offer bicycle
knights distinct cycling experiences such as a challeging route in the
mountains of Lessinia close to Rivoli or an easy route downhill to
Pastrengo.
Taking advantage of the natural barriers water and rock, first Austrian
fortifications and then from 1866 other fortifications were built under the
rule of Italy. These include, for example, fortified Fort Wohlgemuth,
perched on a mountain in the Rivoli region, offering exciting information
and a wonderful view over the landscape.
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Peschiera del Garda, fortress system at lake Garda

Other well-preserved forts can be found in the Pastrengo region, such as
Fort Nugent or Leopold. They attract tourists with a panoramic view and
various, in parts high-quality gastronomic offers in a historic setting.
On the southeastern shore of Lake Garda, the mighty fortress Peschiera
del Garda withstands on an island in the Mincio its assailants. Here you
can shop through the old town, feast or enjoy the Mediterranean life.
Along the Mincio you can go from Lake Garda to the inland, where with the
forts Ardietti and Cappuccini you can discover elements of the major
fortress system of Peschiera.
Around the former fortress system Mantua, the Mincio widens to a
beautiful water landscape with the three lakes Lago Superiore, Lago di
Mezzo and Lago Inferiore.
Our travel recommendation ends in Sabbioneta, one of the first fortified
ideal cities at that time. Together with Mantua, it has been a UNESCO
World Heritage Site since 2008.
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In the midst of the wonderful mountains of Lessinia, an impressive
major fortress system was built by the Austrians along the banks
of the Adige river between 1848 and 1852. The Adige fortifications
near Rivoli consisted of four constructions comprising the Chiusa
Veneta Fort, the Ceraino Fort and Fort Monte and the Rivoli
Fortress, also named Wolhgemuth. A challenging cycle trip in the
hilly countryside near Rivoli for real bicycle knights!
www.museowalterrama.it

Pastrengo
Fortress
System

From the Lessinian mountains, the route goes ten kilometers
downhill to Pastrengo with another fortress system comprising the
forts: Fort Degenfeld, Fort Benedek, Fort Nugent and Fort
Leopold. All fortification elements had the aim to control the roads
coming from Bussolengo and from the Garda lake. Fort Nugent
and Fort Leopold are especially interesting since they experienced
a total transition and welcome hungry guests in their nicely
arranged restaurants. Strengthened through delicious local
cuisine, the next tour to Peschiera del Garda can be cycled easily.
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Rivoli Fortress

www.ristorantealforte.com

Pescheira
del Garda
Fortified
City

At the southern end of Lake Garda, where the Mincio is the only
runoff leaving the lake, the cycle route reaches Peschiera del
Garda. The fortifications are still hardly overlookable and offer a
diverse range for curious visitors. Peschiera was once the
headquarters of the Republic of Venice, which built the city
fortress in the 15th and 16th centuries. Together with Mantua,
Legnago and Verona, Peschiera formed the so-called fortification
square. Today you can discover many exciting things along and on
the fortress walls and stroll in the touristic old town. Bike riders can
replace their bikes with rented boats and enjoy a trip to Lake Garda
or the surrounding river landscape and fortified heritage.

Forte Leopold, restaurant and pizzeria

www.comunepeschieradelgarda.com

Peschiera
del Garda
Major
Fortress
System

Peschiera's major fortress system was developed under
Austrian occupation from 1850 to 1861 comprising fifteen single
fortifications and two powder magazines from which seven forts
and one powder magazine still exist. The Ardietti fortress still
displays old fortified heritage with old cannons and well-preserved
spatialities. In addition, the Forte Cappucchini currently hosts a
restaurant which offers the next opportunity for refreshment by
trying the local cuisine in a fortified scenery.

View from Fort Nugent above the evening Verona

www.tourism.verona.it

Mantua
Fortified
City

The fortified city Mantua still testifies its prestigious history and
rich traditions. The construction of rounded bastions represented a
primer example of modern fortification until 1526. Accordingly, the
Gonzaga-Dynasty decided to built a citadel. The construction of
the fortress Pietole began under French rule in 1808. During the
French rule, the execution of the South Tyrolean freedom fighter
Andreas Hofer in the citadel of Mantua is still an unforgettable
event that remain famous for Mantua's fortification history.
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UNESCO-awarded Fortress City Mantua

www.turismo.mantova.it

Sabbioneta
Fortified
Ideal City

30 km southwest of Mantua, the route finally reaches its end point
in Sabbioneta. The fortified ideal city is one of the first of its kind
and is a jewel of fortress architecture, which together with Mantua
is a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Sabbioneta stands for great
urban planning, Renaissance architecture and cultural life. The city
was built between 1556 and 1591 by Duke Vespasiano Gonzaga
Colonna as a fortress in the form of an irregular star.
www.iatsabbioneta.org
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Galleria degli Antichi in the UNESCO-awarded
Fortified Ideal City Sabbioneta

